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Abstract: Agricultural risk, especially the risk assessment, partition and economic loss 

estimation of specific and main crops, maize, wheat and rice, is widely touted in China as 

a means of improving the effective productivity. The main objective of this article is to 

perform a detailed analysis of the stability and comparative advantage of rice production 

in 30 provinces on the basis of relative rice production data from 2000 to 2012 in China. 

The non-parametric information diffusion model based on entropy theory was used to 

assess rice production risk. Accordingly, we divided the risk level with hierarchical cluster 

analysis. Then, we calculated the economic loss of rice production by the scenario analysis. 

The results show that, firstly, the national disaster risk of rice production is at a lower level. 

Secondly, there are significant differences in the stability, comparative advantage and risk 

probability of rice production among the 30 provinces. Thirdly, Shanxi province belongs 

to the high risk zone, 12 provinces belong to the middle risk zone and 17 provinces to the 

low risk zone. Finally, there is a proportional rate between the economic loss (yield loss) 

and disaster area (yield loss rate) of rice production. Therefore, we could obtain some 

significant policy suggestions. 
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1. Introduction 

Agriculture is the foundation of the development of the national economy. It plays an important role 

in the development of industry and the service industry. It is worthy of the consideration that China is 

an agricultural country. It is a wonder that we use 7% of the world’s cultivated land to raise about 20% 

of the world’s population. We are the eleventh in the uninterrupted growth of crop production from 2004. 

The crop production has surpassed 600 million tons for two years until 2014. However, the development 

of agriculture is still in the transition period of traditional to modern agriculture. The risk of agricultural 

production cannot be ignored. Agricultural production is faced with the double constraints of resources 

and markets, the dual pressure of economic growth and ecological protection and the double challenges 

of farmer’s income and food security in China. Therefore, it is significantly important to study the 

agricultural risk under the new challenges and changes in agricultural development. 

Risk management originated in Germany after World War I [1]. Through a variety of forms, such as 

academic meetings or seminars, risk management began to catch on around the world in the 1980s. China 

began to introduce risk theory after the late 1980s, being slightly behind in theory research. On the whole, 

risk research has focused on four aspects: the concept [2], classification [3], evaluation [4,5] and 

management strategy [6]. 

Agricultural risk has always been an important issue in agricultural economic management.  

The study of agricultural risk is an irreplaceable part of risk research. Some previous studies have 

focused on the ecological risk management [7], such as soil fertility loss [8], water pollution [9,10] and 

pesticide risk [11]. Some relevant research has studied the food safety problem [12], e.g., crop production 

risk [13], genetically-modified food [14], invasive plants [15], and so on. Others refer to agricultural 

natural disaster risk, for example crop frost disaster risk [16], drought disaster risk [17], agricultural 

catastrophe [18], as well as meteorological disaster risk [19], such as flood risk [20] and large coastal 

storm surges [21,22]. 

From the study approach’s perspective, there are two categories included: the parameter estimation 

method and the non-parametric estimation method. From the perspective of risk partition, this refers to 

three research directions. First is the use of GIS technology [23], the natural disaster risk index method and 

the flood risk assessment model to discuss relative subjects and most using the weighted comprehensive 

evaluation method [24] and the fuzzy metrics method [25]. Second is the use of the overlay analysis 

function of software (such as Arcview, etc.) and the evaluation map to divide the disaster risk level in 

the study area [26]. Third is that the risk also could be partitioned by using cluster analysis according to 

the selected risk factors [27]. Then, for risk loss estimation, based on the risk assessment criteria, 

research has followed the computable general equilibrium model [28], the input-output model [29]  

or scenario analysis [30], as well as other models or ways to assess direct (indirect) economic loss or 

integrated (economic, non-economic) loss. 

The previous studies on disaster risk assessment have drawn some important conclusions to improve 

disaster prevention capability. Some research has established disaster prevention mechanisms to reduce 

agricultural risk loss in the future. However, there are less studies about crops, especially the specific 

risk research on food crops. From the risk assessment methods, researchers mostly have used the 

traditional non-parametric information diffusion model. In fact, we need to give more attention to the 
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estimated result accuracy of the model. Furthermore, in risk zones and for loss estimations, the previous 

studies have a limited sample size and have always taken one province as the research area. 

Rice plays a major role in the development of the agricultural economy, as it is one of the most 

important food crops in China. Its perennial cultivated areas and total production are ahead of other 

crops. Compared with other rice production countries, both the yield per unit area and the total output of 

rice are higher in China. With increasing levels of mechanization and integrated promotion and application 

of technology in agricultural production, rice production has improved greatly. However, every story has 

two sides. The risk is continuously increasing with the development of rice production. Unlike in the 

past, with the continual raising of natural resource constraints on rice production, current rice production 

relies more heavily on the role of agricultural science and technology (AST) Rice production is more 

inclined toward intensive production which is more feasible and economic compared with the traditional, 

semi-wild extensive management of expanding land area. 

Therefore, we took rice as the research object. Giving full consideration to the influence of AST,  

we calculated the loss rate of the yield unit area according to the reference data selected from the China 

statistical yearbook and China rural statistical yearbook from 2000 to 2013 [31,32]. Then, we established 

a non-parametric information diffusion model based on entropy theory to assess the rice production risk 

in 30 provinces (without including Taiwan and Qinghai provinces due to the status of rice production and 

the availability of data). Accordingly, while combining with hierarchical cluster analysis, we divided the 

rice risk level. Finally, we used the scenario analysis method to assess the risk of economic loss. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the research methods and models.  

Section 3 analyzes the status of rice production in China. Empirical results are presented and discussed 

in Section 4. Section 5 provides the conclusions and future research directions. 

2. Research Methodologies 

With full consideration of the research perspective and the availability of research data, we did not 

describe risk from the micro perspective (i.e., farm-level data). In particular, we noted that the analysis 

data were referenced to the province level data in this research based on the analysis framework of a 

medium-level perspective. The research sample is a total of 390, consisting of 30 provinces with  

13 years of data. As for the research methods, we give the practicability and the reasons why we chose 

the methods before introducing these methods. The relevant details are listed before every method. 

2.1. Coefficient of Variation 

The coefficient of variation is a statistical way to measure the variability of the observed values.  

It can eliminate the effects of two or more data variations caused by the different units and the average. 

We used it to measure the stability of rice yields in the 30 provinces. The derivation of the formula is  

as follows, 

. . i
i

i

S
C V

x
  (1)

where . .iC V  is the coefficient of variation, iS  is the standard deviation and ix  is the average of the rice 

yields in region i. 
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where 1,2, ,30i    means 30 provinces in China and 13m   expresses the sample size of ix . 

2.2. Comparative Advantage Index 

The comparative advantage index includes the scale advantage, efficiency and comprehensive 

superiority index. They usually are used as a way to analyze crop scale, land productivity and 

comprehensive production advantage in a certain range. The comprehensive superiority index is the 

consolidated results of the efficiency and scale advantage index. Therefore, it is better to show the 

comprehensive advantage in a certain area. Hence, we used it as an indicator of the rice production risk 

zone in China. Its formula is as follows: 

ij ij ijZH GM SG   (3)

where 
ij

ZH  is the comprehensive superiority index of crop j  in region i . The region has a comprehensive 

comparative advantage of the crop when 1
ij

ZH  . The advantage would be more obvious as 
ij

ZH  

becomes larger and larger. Similarly, the region does not have the advantage when 1
ij

ZH  . 

ij
GM  is the scale advantage index of crop j  in region i . The index can reflect the production scale 

and the specialization degree in this region. The formula is as follows, 

ij i
ij

j

S S
GM

S S
  (4)

where ijS  is the cultivated area of crop j  and iS  is the total crop area in region i . jS  is the total 

cultivated area of crop j , and S  is the total acreage of all of the crops in the whole country. Normally, 

we assumed that region i has the specialization advantage of crop j when 1ijGM   and that the 

specialization degree would become higher and higher according to the increasing of ijGM . This means 

that the region does not have the advantage and is not even good for planting the crop when 1ijGM  . 

Similarly, the advantage becomes smaller and smaller as ijGM  reduces. 

ijSG  is the comparative advantage index of the production level, and it can reflect the land 

productivity of crop j  in region i . We can get SGij by comparing the crop yield in the research area 

with the national average level. The formula is as follows, 

ij ij
ij

j j

G Y
SG

G Y
  (5)

where ijG  is the production and Yij is the cultivated area of crop j in region i. jG  and Yj are the 

corresponding values of the whole country. The region has a high crop production ability and output  
rate when 1ijSG  , and the production rate becomes higher and higher as SGij increases. Instead, the 

region does not have the advantage as SGij ˂ 1. 
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2.3. Risk Assessment Model 

As we discussed above, the methods of risk assessment consisted of parameter and non-parameter 

estimation. However, we must know the distribution model of research data when using the parameter 

estimation method. Otherwise, it would take much time to fit the sample many times to choose the right 

distribution model. In contrast, we can use the non-parameter estimation method directly without 

considering the status of the sample distribution. What is more, it is also conducive to operate on and 

analyze small samples. As a famous non-parameter estimation method, the information diffusion model 

not only has the characteristics of the non-parameter estimation method, but also has the function of the 

fuzzy mathematical method. Combined with the features of the research subject and sample, we took the 

information diffusion model as the main way to assess risk. 

We need to diffuse the limited sample information to get more accurate results. According to the 

information diffusion theory of Huang [33], we give the following detailed formulas. Firstly,  

we assumed that sample set X  diffused its information to all of the points of the set U  based on 

Equation (6). 

   2

2

1
exp

22

i j

i j

x u
f u

hh 

   
 
 

 (6)

where  1 2 1 1, , , , , ,j j j nU u u u u u u     is the index diffusion set into which every ix  can diffuse 

information. The step of  can be set due to the size of the research sample. In our study, 

 0,0.01,0.02 ,1U    (7)

The traditional way of computation was determined by the empirical formula, so that it lacked an 

adequate theoretical basis with the precision limited to a great extent. In order to improve the stability 

of the model, we used the improved method to calculate the information diffusion coefficient h , owing  

to  having a direct impact on the effect and application of the model. 

We introduced the information entropy of Claude [34]. Its formula is as follows, 

1

ln
m

i i
i

H p p


   (8)

Combined with Formula (6) and the maximum entropy principle, we can get the max entropy H of 

the information diffusion function with a one-dimensional normal distribution (Formula (9)). 
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When the entropy reaches its maximum value, 
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    (10)

Based on the Formula (9), 

2He e   (11)
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Because mh   ,  max ijb x ,  min ija x  and    1m b a m     is the average step length, 

the formula of the information diffusion coefficient h based on the entropy theory are  

as follows: 
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  (12)

Combined with Formula (6), the normalized information distribution of the sample ix  can be  

written as: 
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(13)

Then, assuming, 
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m
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i
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  (14)

and: 
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n

j
j
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  (15)

The frequency of the sample falling into the ju  as well as the probability estimates is: 

   j

j

q u
p u

Q
  (16)

The probability estimation beyond uj is: 

   
1

1
j

j k
k

p u u u


    (17)

2.4. Yield Loss Rate 

Giving full consideration of the growing natural constraints and the progress of AST, the loss rate of 

yield unit area was selected as the basic data to assess and partition the risk of the rice production in this 

paper. The yield loss rate is a ratio value. Its formula could be written as, 

yield loss rate = Max (yield fitted value − yield actual value, 0)/yield actual value (18)

We got the fitted value by fitting the actual value. Due to the complexity of rice production, the whole 

rice production system could be influenced by many factors. There were some factors that we knew  

(i.e., subsidy policy, national economic level, some input index, conditions of natural production, and so on). 

However, there were still some factors that are unknown. 

GM (1, 1) (i.e., Grey Model) is an important basic forecast model in the Grey theory. The model was 

dedicated to the processing of the problems with a few data and poor information. Therefore, we used the 

GM (1, 1) model to get the yield fitted value. For the detail of the calculated formulas, we could refer to 
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Chen [35]. As for Formula (18), we knew that there would be the probability of rice production risk when 

the fitted value surpassed the actual value of the rice yield unit area. Instead, the risk probability would 

be small. 

3. Qualitative Analyses 

Rice is always at the top with respect to other food crops in China, irrespective of the cultivated area 

or the total output. Its cultivated area accounted for 27.10% of the total cultivated areas of grain crops, 

and the proportion of the total output was up to 34.64% in 2012. However, the cultivated area of corn 

began to surpass rice, so that it has moved to second place since 2007. The total rice output also changed 

to second place in 2012. Analyzing the rural China statistics data, we found that there was an upward 

trend with the volatility of the yield unit area and the total output of the rice production. Although the 

average annual growth of the total output was only 0.64%, the average annual growth of the yield per 

unit area was much lower, exclusively 0.60% in China from 2000 to 2012. 

In addition, with industrialization and urbanization, agricultural production faced some natural  

resource constraints. The phenomenon could be illustrated by the change of total cultivated area. The 

cultivated land was 130.0391 million hectares in 2006, and it was reduced by 6.39% in 2007, reaching 

121.7352 million hectares. In recent years, it reduced to 121.7159 million hectares, even with a zero  

growth rate until now. Similarly, the proportion of the rice cultivated area and production accounted for 

the food crops showed a downward trend. The corresponding proportions were 27.62% and 40.66% in 

2000 and reduced to 27.10% and 34.64% in 2012, of which the proportion of the total output fell as much 

as 14.80%. 

With the above analysis, it was significant that we took the yield per unit area as the basic research 

data. The yield loss rate could show the rice production risk accurately under the new natural constraints 

and the popularization and application of AST. As shown in Figure 1, the rice yields had an upward 

trend with some fluctuations. The per unit area yield had a drop in 2003 with 6060.68 kg. Overall, the 

rise in the rate was not significant, with an average annual increase of 0.60%, from 6271.59 kg in 2000 

to 6776.89 kg in 2012. 

 

Figure 1. Rice yield trend in China from 2000 to 2012 (Note: hm is the short form of hectare in the figure). 
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From the perspective of the yield loss rate, it showed that there were significant differences in the 

stability of the 30 provinces in China (Figure 2). From 2000 to 2012, there was a lower yield loss rate, 

which was 0.52% in the whole country. Hence, it proved that there was basic stability in the rice  

yield nationwide. In terms of provinces, compared with the average level of the whole country,  

Fujian province had a lower yield loss rate, which was 0.48%. However, other provinces had a high yield 

loss rate. The yield loss rates of Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei and Hunan were less than 

1%. The rates of Beijing, Jiangsu, Anhui, Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan, Sichuan, Yunnan and Ningxia 

Hui autonomous region were between 1% and 2%. The rates of Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, 

Heilongjiang, Shandong, Henan, Chongqing, Tibet, Shaanxi and Gansu fell from 2% to 4%. The rate of 

Guizhou province was slightly higher than 4%, reaching 4.08%. The rate of Xinjiang exceeded 5%, 

going to 5.12%. The rate of Tianjin was much higher, up to 6.73%. The rate in Shanxi province was the 

highest, attaining 11.12%. 

 

Figure 2. The status of the rice yield loss rate in China from 2000 to 2012. 

4. Quantitative Analysis 

4.1. Risk Assessment 

4.1.1. Stability Analysis  

Combined with the Statistic Package for Social Science (SPSS) 17.0 and based on Formulas (1) and (2), 

we got the rice yield fluctuation status, as shown in Table 1. Overall, the coefficient of variation (C.V.) 

of the national rice yield was 0.0345. This showed that we had a relatively stable production level with 

a small fluctuation in the whole country. From the perspective of the 30 provinces, the C.V. in Hubei, 

Hunan, Ningxia and Shanghai was below the national level. Especially, Hunan’s C.V. reached a min 

value of 0.0234. The average fluctuation of the rice cultivated area and the total output were both  

lower than 0.80% in Hubei and Hunan. These values in Shanghai were both lower than 3.90%. The 
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possible reason for the above results was that Hubei, Hunan and Shanghai, as the main double-crop or 

single-crop rice production provinces in central China, had a lower yield variation degree, because of 

relatively stable cultivated area and total output of rice production. As important early and medium rice 

production regions in the dry northwest region, Ningxia Hui autonomous region, including Yinchuan 

and Hetao plain, has always been famous as “Sai shang jiang nan”. It had a low level of variability in 

yield because its annual fluctuations of total rice cultivated area and production did not exceed 1%. 

Table 1. The yield fluctuations in China from 2000 to 2012. 

 The Min Yield The Max Yield The Average Yield Standard Deviation (SD) C.V. 

The national level 6060.68 6776.89 6394.85 220.56 0.0345 

Beijing 5750.00 6818.18 6336.47 265.91 0.0420 

Tianjin 4096.05 8103.87 7087.68 1005.21 0.1418 

Hebei 4572.62 7248.86 5967.72 846.22 0.1418 

Shanxi 1228.07 7333.33 4512.17 1425.11 0.3158 

Inner Mongolia 6097.97 8657.42 7153.66 803.49 0.1123 

Liaoning 6502.42 7705.19 7320.37 417.37 0.0570 

Jilin 5403.99 9019.90 7242.51 1159.40 0.1601 

Heilongjiang 5887.24 7116.77 6564.55 356.76 0.0543 

Shanghai 7583.42 8481.30 8100.12 276.60 0.0341 

Jiangsu 7630.06 8626.71 8095.86 288.28 0.0356 

Zhejiang 6196.50 7305.64 6784.23 349.82 0.0516 

Anhui 4885.93 6494.30 6007.56 419.80 0.0699 

Fujian 5148.21 6087.18 5648.71 335.49 0.0594 

Jiangxi 5066.68 5936.91 5497.50 286.46 0.0521 

Shandong 6266.97 8482.65 7732.91 841.07 0.1088 

Henan 4774.75 7599.20 6879.96 933.51 0.1357 

Hubei 7280.26 8183.74 7605.78 257.86 0.0339 

Hunan 5983.91 6429.30 6219.01 145.57 0.0234 

Guangdong 5153.32 5779.12 5441.36 201.06 0.0369 

Guangxi 4768.25 5550.16 5180.46 204.47 0.0395 

Hainan 3680.44 4801.55 4353.74 306.68 0.0704 

Chongqing 5129.84 7859.82 6921.53 721.78 0.1043 

Sichuan 6420.74 7695.17 7280.05 368.07 0.0506 

Guizhou 4459.79 6671.53 6124.82 715.64 0.1168 

Yunnan 5015.70 6229.17 5884.06 389.34 0.0662 

Tibet 3529.41 6020.41 5436.21 654.36 0.1204 

Shaanxi 5412.19 7082.43 6375.57 467.00 0.0732 

Gansu 6458.33 9295.77 7625.35 871.78 0.1143 

Ningxia 7862.34 8730.37 8322.80 263.88 0.0317 

Xinjiang 5792.82 9273.73 7778.13 1099.02 0.1413 

Note: the unit of yield in the table was kg·hm−2. 

Yield variabilities in 14 provinces were lower than 7.50%, but higher than the national level, followed 

by Jiangsu, Guangdong, Guangxi, Beijing, Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Sichuan, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Fujian, 

Yunnan, Anhui, Hainan and Shaanxi. Among them, the C.V. in Jiangsu was 0.0356, slightly above the 

national level. Guangdong, Guangxi and Beijing’s were less than 4.5%, and the remaining provinces’ 
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were between 5.00% and 7.50%. The yield variabilities in 12 provinces—Chongqing, Shandong, Inner 

Mongolia, Gansu, Guizhou, Tibet, Xinjiang, Henan, Hebei, Jilin, Shanxi and Tianjin—were greater than 

10.4%. Shanxi had the max yield variation, reaching 0.3158. In conclusion, the C.V. of the national level 

was lower, and it proved that the national rice production had quite good stability, but from the 

perspective of the provinces, there were significant differences due to fluctuations in cultivated area and 

the total output of rice production. 

4.1.2. Comparative Advantage Analysis 

With the above comparative advantage of Formulas (3) and (5), we calculated the scale, efficiency 

and comprehensive superiority index of 30 provinces’ rice production in China, The results are shown in 

Table 2. Among them, there were 14 provinces whose rice comprehensive superiority index was greater 

than 1. Especially the comparative advantage in Jiangxi was more significant at 1.6341, and it was the 

first in China. It had the greatest scale advantage, up to 3.1061, and its share of rice cultivated area in 

crops was up to 57.62%. According to the comprehensive superiority index, the remaining provinces 

were in the following order: Hunan, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Fujian, Hubei, Sichuan, 

Chongqing, Guangxi, Hainan, Anhui and Heilongjiang. 

The index in the remaining 16 provinces was less than 1 without significant advantages. Shanxi had 

the lowest comprehensive superiority index (0.0483), because of its low rice cultivated area proportion 

(0.06%) and scale index (0.0033). Although the comprehensive advantage in Ningxia, Xinjiang, 

Shandong, Gansu, Liaoning, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Tianjin and Henan provinces were all less than 1, 

their efficiency advantage, as well as the output capacity of land was high and even greater than 1.  

As the most typical region, Ningxia Hui autonomous had the highest efficiency advantage index, up to 

1.3015. The comprehensive advantage in other provinces was quite lower due to the lower scale index 

or efficiency advantage index, as follows: Yunnan, Guizhou, Shaanxi, Hebei, Beijing and Tibet. In 

summary, there were significant differences in the comparative advantage of rice production in all of the 

research provinces due to the differences of scale or efficiency advantage. Therefore, the integrated 

quality would be much clearer, expanding the absolute difference of the corresponding comprehensive 

superiority index. 

Table 2. The comparative advantage of rice production in China from 2000 to 2012. 

 

The Average 

Sown Area of 

Crop (103 hm2) 

The Average 

Sown Area of 

Rice (103 hm2) 

The Average 

Yield 

(Kg·hm−2) 

Scale 

Advantage 

Index 

Efficiency 

Advantage 

Index 

Comparative 

Advantage 

Index 

Beijing 330.33  2.41 6336.48 0.0394 0.9909 0.1976 

Tianjin 489.31  15.85 7087.68 0.1747 1.1083 0.4400 

Hebei 8782.25 91.37 5967.72 0.0561 0.9332 0.2288 

Shanxi 3780.76 2.32 4512.17 0.0033 0.7056 0.0483 

Inner Mongolia 6424.22 89.92 7153.66 0.0755 1.1187 0.2905 

Liaoning 3859.33 598.16 7320.37 0.8355 1.1447 0.9780 
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Table 2. Cont. 

 

The Average 

Sown Area of 

Crop (103 hm2) 

The Average 

Sown Area of 

Rice (103 hm2) 

The Average 

Yield 

(Kg·hm−2) 

Scale 

Advantage 

Index 

Efficiency 

Advantage 

Index 

Comparative 

Advantage 

Index 

Jilin 4958.31 650.14 7242.52 0.7068 1.1326 0.8947 

Heilongjiang 10,934.76 2083.12 6564.55 1.0269 1.0265 1.0267 

Shanghai 421.68 119.24 8100.12 1.5244 1.2667 1.3896 

Jiangsu 7656.25 2155.71 8095.86 1.5178 1.2660 1.3862 

Zhejiang 2760.41 1050.60 6784.23 2.0516 1.0609 1.4753 

Anhui 9022.44 2154.60 6007.56 1.2873  0.9394 1.0997 

Fujian 2431.64 953.17 5648.71 2.1131 0.8833 1.3662 

Jiangxi 5365.94 3091.88 5497.50 3.1061 0.8597 1.6341 

Shandong 10,866.65 135.44 7732.91 0.0672 1.2092 0.2850 

Henan 13,876.38 553.86 6879.96 0.2152 1.0759 0.4811 

Hubei 7484.14 1998.22 7605.78 1.4393 1.1894 1.3084 

Hunan 7960.61 3838.21 6219.01 2.5991 0.9725 1.5898 

Guangdong 4738.23 2095.30 5441.36 2.3838 0.8509 1.4242 

Guangxi 6118.29 2238.23 5180.46 1.9720 0.8101 1.2639 

Hainan 838.07 327.46 4353.74 2.1063  0.6808 1.1975 

Chongqing 3403.46 719.40 6921.53 1.1394 1.0824 1.1105 

Sichuan 9504.42 2051.89 7280.05 1.1638 1.1384 1.1510 

Guizhou 4764.53 710.47 6124.82 0.8038 0.9578 0.8774 

Yunnan 6123.10 1054.29 5884.06 0.9282 0.9201 0.9241 

Tibet 235.17 1.06 5436.21 0.0243 0.8501 0.1438 

Shaanxi 4204.65 132.78 6375.57 0.1702 0.9970 0.4120 

Gansu 3542.10 5.71 7625.35 0.0087 1.1924 0.1018 

Ningxia 1158.61 75.25 8322.80 0.3501 1.3015 0.6750 

Xinjiang 4089.96 70.43 7778.13 0.0928 1.2163 0.3360 

4.1.3. Probabilistic Risk Assessment 

With the modified non-parametric information diffusion model, we calculated the ultra-probability 

valuation of rice production disaster risk. Due to the limited space, we just listed some of the ultra-probability 

estimations under the field u , as shown in the Table 3. Taking Heilongjiang as an example, this means 

that there would be a production disaster with a yield loss rate greater than 1% every 2 years  
when  0.01 0.4948P u   . 

Judging by the different field of yield loss rates u, the national data showed that the rice production 

disaster risk was low. As a result, it was less likely to have a yield loss rate greater than 5% in China.  

In addition, the national ultra-probability valuation was almost 0. From the perspective of different 

provinces, there was a lower probability that the yield loss rate in Hunan was higher than 2%.  

A probability over 5% was not likely to occur in Fujian and Jiangxi and Hubei provinces. There were 17 

provinces—Beijing, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Guangdong, 

Guangxi, Hainan, Sichuan, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia—whose yield loss rate was not 

likely to be over 10%. However, there would be a higher yield loss rate risk in Inner Mongolia, Anhui, 

Henan, Chongqing, Guizhou, Xinjiang, Tianjin, Shanxi and Hebei. 
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Table 3. The ultra-probability valuation of rice production disaster risk in China. 

 h P (u ˃ 0) P (u ˃ 0.01) P (u ˃ 0.02) P (u ˃ 0.05) P (u ˃ 0.1) 
The national level 0.0075 0.4840 0.1672 0.0021 0.0000 0.0000 

Beijing 0.0240 0.7144 0.4233 0.1645 0.0627 0.0000 

Tianjin 0.0971 0.8038 0.6053 0.4065 0.2188 0.0785 

Hebei 0.0469 0.7760 0.5470 0.3209 0.1389 0.0090 

Shanxi 0.1871 0.8396 0.6773 0.5135 0.3474 0.1849 

Inner Mongolia 0.0440 0.7547 0.5071 0.2686 0.1028 0.0024 

Liaoning 0.0249 0.7350 0.4805 0.2648 0.1437 0.0000 

Jilin 0.0357 0.7931 0.5872 0.3935 0.2468 0.0000 

Heilongjiang 0.0216 0.7506 0.4948 0.2535 0.0577 0.0000 

Shanghai 0.0154 0.6550 0.3396 0.1130 0.0023 0.0000 

Jiangsu 0.0149 0.7010 0.3963 0.1509 0.0014 0.0000 

Zhejiang 0.0168 0.6568 0.3337 0.0982 0.0095 0.0000 

Anhui 0.0433 0.7511 0.5008 0.2611 0.0993 0.0016 

Fujian 0.0082 0.4902 0.1481 0.0108 0.0000 0.0000 

Jiangxi 0.0114 0.6320 0.3128 0.0857 0.0000 0.0000 

Shandong 0.0194 0.7621 0.5158 0.2884 0.0544 0.0000 

Henan 0.0676 0.7950 0.5900 0.3889 0.2190 0.1108 

Hubei 0.0111 0.6266 0.2902 0.0690 0.0000 0.0000 

Hunan 0.0061 0.5299 0.2278 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Guangdong 0.0141 0.6991 0.4151 0.1903 0.0004 0.0000 

Guangxi 0.0180 0.6804 0.3715 0.1289 0.0208 0.0000 

Hainan 0.0377 0.7460 0.4913 0.2505 0.0987 0.0000 

Chongqing 0.0676 0.7837 0.5656 0.3504 0.1674 0.0703 

Sichuan 0.0309 0.7284 0.4584 0.2114 0.0809 0.0000 

Guizhou 0.0679 0.7942 0.5892 0.3892 0.2243 0.1321 

Yunnan 0.0141 0.6888 0.4054 0.1976 0.0773 0.0000 

Tibet 0.0282 0.7376 0.4695 0.2194 0.0801 0.0000 

Shaanxi 0.0317 0.7546 0.5040 0.2657 0.1097 0.0000 

Gansu 0.0335 0.7611 0.5153 0.2793 0.1223 0.0000 

Ningxia 0.0148  0.6769 0.3633 0.1360 0.0011 0.0000 

Xinjiang 0.0699  0.8079 0.6159 0.4271 0.2617 0.1353 

Note: the values of table cells of zero are due to the great number of decimal digits and the limited cell space, 

but their real values are not zero. 

From the frequency of rice production disaster risk perspective, the national frequency was one time 

every 2 years when P (u ˃ 0). Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei and Hunan had the same 

frequency as the national level. The frequencies of the remaining provinces were one time for every 

year. The frequency of the nation was one time every 6 years when P (u ˃ 0.01), and the yield  

loss rate was higher than 1%. The frequency of the same level of risk in Fujian was one time every  

7 years, and this was much lower than the national frequency. The frequencies of the rest of the provinces 

were higher than the national level. Among them, the frequency in Hunan was one time every 4 years, and 

the frequencies of Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Hubei, Guangxi and Ningxia were one time every 
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3 years; Shanxi’s frequency was one time one year; and the other provinces were one time every 2 years. 

Similarly, we could obtain the frequency of disaster with other yield loss rates. 

In summary, the national probability value of rice production disaster was inversely proportional to 

its yield loss rate. This means that a disaster had a low likelihood of occurring when the yield loss rate 

has an increasing trend. The disaster risk of rice production was quite lower in the whole country, and it 

was not likely that its yield loss rate would be over 5%. However, the disaster risk in different provinces 

had a significant difference. Except for Hunan, Fujian, Jiangxi and Hubei, the yield loss rate in other 

research provinces was higher than the national level. 

4.2. Risk Zone and Economic Loss Estimation 

4.2.1. Risk Zone 

Through the analysis on the stability, comprehensive comparative advantages and risk probability of 

rice production in China, generally the national rice yield was more stable, and it had a smaller 

probability to have a yield loss rate greater than 5%. However, for the 30 provinces, there were 

significant differences in the stability, integrated comparison advantage of the rice production and the 

highest yield loss rate of the disaster risk. Therefore, we used the yield loss rate, which is over 5%, as 

the probability index to assess rice production risk with full consideration of the national and provincial 

ultra-probability. 

At the same time, we have tested three implied assumptions, that is the relations between C.V., 

comprehensive superiority index, risk probability and risk level. The relations could be interpreted 

as follows: First, C.V. was directly proportional to the risk level. This meant that the production risk 

would be changed according to the changes of C.V. Second, the comprehensive superiority index 

and risk level were inversely related. This showed that the rice production risk would be high or low 

when the comprehensive comparative advantage became weaker or stronger based on the relative 

changes in the index. Third, the risk probability and risk level were proportional. This implied  

that the risk level would change based on the changes in the probability value and the highest yield 

loss rate. 

In order to analyze further the differences of provinces and to cluster the risk level, we chose C.V., 

the comprehensive comparative advantage and risk probability as the clustering index. Accordingly, 

with the relative cluster analysis theory [36,37] and software (SPSS17.0), we divided the rice production 

risk into three (high, middle and low) risk zones in the 30 provinces. As shown in Table 4, the high risk 

zone included just one province, Shanxi; the intermediate risk area consisted of 12 provinces; and the 

low risk region included 17 provinces. What is more, the detailed risk zone is shown in Figure 3. 

Shanxi, as the only high risk province (its C.V. was 0.3158), reached the highest value among the  

30 provinces. This meant that its rice yield had high volatility. Its comprehensive comparative advantage 

was also not significant according to its comprehensive comparative advantage index. It reached 0.0483 

and became the lowest level in the whole country. Its risk probability was 0.3473, which meant that there 

would be a disaster risk of rice production with a yield loss rate over 5% one time every 3 years.  

This was much higher than other provinces’ frequencies. 
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Table 4. Disaster risk zone of rice production in China. 

Risk Level Province C.V. Comprehensive Index Risk Probability (Yield Loss Rate > 5%) 

Low 

low 

Shanghai 0.0341 1.3896 0.0023 

Jiangsu 0.0356 1.3862 0.0014 

Guangdong 0.0369 1.4242 0.0004 

Hubei 0.0339 1.3084 0.0000 

Guangxi 0.0395 1.2639 0.0208 

Zhejiang 0.0516 1.4753 0.0095 

Fujian 0.0594 1.3662 0.0000 

Jiangxi 0.0521 1.6341 0.0000 

Hunan 0.0234 1.5898 0.0000 

middle 

Heilongjiang 0.0543 1.0267 0.0577 

Yunnan 0.0662 0.9241 0.0773 

Anhui 0.0699 1.0997 0.0993 

Hainan 0.0704 1.1975 0.0987 

Sichuan 0.0506 1.1510 0.0809 

Liaoning 0.0570 0.9780 0.1437 

high 
Chongqing 0.1043 1.1105 0.1674 

Ningxia 0.0317 0.6750 0.0011 

average 0.0512 1.2353 0.0447 

Middle 

low 

Tianjin 0.1418 0.4400 0.2188 

Henan 0.1357 0.4811 0.2190 

Xinjiang 0.1413 0.3360 0.2617 

Jilin 0.1601 0.8947 0.2468 

Guizhou 0.1168 0.8774 0.2243 

middle 

Inner Mongolia 0.1123 0.2905 0.1028 

Tibet 0.1204 0.1438 0.0801 

Gansu 0.1143 0.1018 0.1223 

Shandong 0.1088 0.2850 0.0544 

Hebei 0.1418 0.2288 0.1389 

high 
Beijing 0.0420 0.1976 0.0627 

Shaanxi 0.0732 0.4120 0.1097 

average 0.1174 0.3907 0.1535 

High Shanxi 0.3158 0.0483 0.3474 

Note: the values of table cells of zero are due to the great number of decimal digits and the limited cell space, 

but in fact, their real values are not zero. 

Compared to the corresponding indicators of Shanxi, the C.V. and risk probability reduced significantly 

and the comprehensive comparative advantage index increased substantially in the middle risk zone. 

Their averages of C.V., comprehensive comparative advantage indexes and risk probabilities were 

0.1174, 0.3907 and 0.1535, respectively. We could get 3 groups as subdividing the middle risk area. The 

first group included Tianjin, Henan, Xinjiang, Jilin and Guizhou. The C.V., comprehensive superiority 

index and risk probability were higher and reached 0.1391, 0.6058 and 0.2341, respectively. Although 

the comprehensive superiority in this group was quite higher, its production volatility and risk were 

great, so that it was categorized as a middle-high risk area. The second group consisted of Inner 
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Mongolia, Tibet, Gansu, Shandong and Hebei. The relative index averages were 0.1195, 0.2100 and 

0.09973. Compared to the first group, the frequency stability of rice production had increased but the 

risk greatly reduced, and the comprehensive superiority advantage was quite lower, so that it was 

categorized as a middle-middle risk area. The values of the indicators were 0.0576, 0.3048 and 0.0862 

in the third group. This included Beijing and Shaanxi. Its stability and comprehensive advantage of rice 

production were much better. Although the comprehensive superiority index had improved, the absolute 

value was still small, so that it categorized as a middle-low risk area. 

 

Figure 3. Disaster risk zone of rice production in every risk area. 

The low risk area consisted of 17 provinces. Their C.V., comprehensive strength index and risk 

probability were 0.0512, 1.2353 and 0.0447, respectively. In contrast to the middle risk area, rice 

production stability has increased and the disaster risk has reduced due to the reduction in C.V. and risk 

probability in the low risk areas. The rice production in those areas had significant comprehensive 

advantage due to the increase in the comprehensive strength index, which was greater than 1. Similar to 

the classification in the intermediate risk area, we also divided this area into 3 groups. The first group 
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was comprised of Chongqing and Ningxia, called the low-high risk area, whose corresponding indicators 

were followed by 0.0680, 0.8928 and 0.0843. The second group was called the low-middle risk area and 

included Heilongjiang, Yunnan, Anhui, Hainan, Sichuan and Liaoning. Their corresponding indicators 

were followed by 0.0614, 1.0628 and 0.0929. The third one, called the low-low risk area, consisted of 

Shanghai, Jiangsu, Guangdong, Hubei, Guangxi, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hunan and Zhejiang, whose 

corresponding indexes were 0.0407, 1.4264 and 0.0069. 

4.2.2. Economic Loss Scenario Analysis 

Assuming that the external environment of economic events will not change or only a little, traditional 

quantitative prediction methods used past system rules or present financial events to assess future trends. 

These methods ignored the influence of the economic environment and other external factors. Scenario 

analysis is a combination of qualitative and quantitative forecasting methods, taking full account of the 

external economic environment factors. It provides a detailed analysis of the development of events 

influenced by various factors. 

In this study, according to the risk probability index of national rice production, we divided the rice 

yield loss rates into 5 kinds—5%, 10%, 30%,70% and 100%—when measuring the risk of the economic 

loss of the national rice production. Combined with the accounting methods of stricken, disaster and 

total crops failure areas given by national water conservancy bureau agriculture ministry and in 

conjunction with the formula of relevant scholars [32]: 

=AY SR D L   (19)

and: 

1.2E R  (20)

We calculated the rice loss R  and economic loss E . In Formula (19), AY , SD  and L , respectively, 

mean yield per unit area, disaster area and loss rate of rice production. As mentioned above, L meat the 

scenario loss rate of rice production in the national level. The variation R means the min purchasing 

price of rice in 2012 in China (0.2 dollars/kg). The mean of national rice yield was 6843.78 kg·hm−2 

from 2000 to 2012. The average agricultural disaster was about 24.60 million hectares, and the 

proportion of rice cultivated to the total crops was 19.92% since reform and opening. So we used this to 

measure the rice disaster area. The concrete results are shown in Table 5. 

The disaster areas of rice production could not exceed cultivated areas, so we took 19.92%  

as the max proportion of the disaster area and then reduced the proportion by Step 1. Because of the 

similar theory, we only listed some proportions and the relative disaster areas. Combining the data in 

Table 5, we calculated that the max yield loss of rice production was 33.53 million tons, and the 

corresponding economic loss was about 6.71 million dollars. The min yield loss of rice production was 

1.68 million tons, and the respective economic loss was about 0.34 million dollars at the different disaster 

loss rates when the proportion of the disaster area was 19.92%. Similarly, we could obtain other yield 

loss and the corresponding economic loss of rice production at different disaster loss rates  

and proportions. 
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Table 5. The yield and economic loss of rice production in China. 

Disaster Proportion 19.92% 18.00% 17.00% 15.00% 10.00% 5.00% 

Disaster Areas/hm2 4,899,847.43 4,428,035.54 4,182,033.57 3,690,029.62 2,460,019.75 1,230,009.87 

yield loss 

5% 1,676,672.67 1,515,223.95 1,431,044.84 1,262,686.62 841,791.08 420,895.54 

10% 3,353,345.33 3,030,447.89 2,862,089.68 2,525,373.25 1,683,582.16 841,791.08 

30% 10,060,036.00 9,091,343.68 8,586,269.03 7,576,119.74 5,050,746.49 2,525,373.25 

70% 23,473,417.33 21,213,135.26 20,034,627.75 17,677,612.72 11,785,075.15 5,892,537.57 

100% 33,533,453.34 30,304,478.95 28,620,896.78 25,253,732.46 16,835,821.64 8,417,910.82 

maximum yield loss/t 33,533,453.34 30,304,478.95 28,620,896.78 25,253,732.46 16,835,821.64 8,417,910.82 

minimum yield loss/t 1,676,672.67 1,515,223.95 1,431,044.84 1,262,686.62 841,791.08 420,895.54 

maximum economic 

loss/dollar 
6,706,690.67 6,060,895.79 5,724,179.36 5,050,746.49 3,367,164.33 1,683,582.16 

minimum economic 

loss/dollar 
335,334.53 303,044.79 286,208.97 252,537.33 168,358.22 84,179.11 

In addition, we also found that the rice yield and economic loss would become large (small) according 

to the increasing (reducing) of the disaster risk loss rate under the same disaster area. However, relative 

to the same disaster loss rate, the yield and economic loss would be low (high) as the disaster proportion 

reduces (increases). For the proportions and risk rates in all of the research disaster area, the max national 

yield loss was 33.54 million tons, and the corresponding economic loss was 6.71 million dollars when 

the disaster area was 19.92% and the risk loss was 100%. The min yield loss was 420,900 tons, and 

relative economic loss was 84,179.11 dollars when the disaster area proportion and risk loss rate were 

both 5%. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

5.1. Discussion 

Based on the data of rice production in China form 2000 to 2012, we analyzed the stability and 

comparative advantage of rice production in 30 provinces. Then, we used the non-parametric information 

diffusion model based on entropy theory to assess the rice disaster risk. The risk level were divided 

according to the hierarchical cluster analysis into three indexes, such as C.V., comprehensive efficiency 

index and risk probability (yield loss rate >5%). Finally, we used scenario analysis to assess the 

economic loss of national rice production risk.  

From the analysis, we found that: First, on the whole, the rice yield in China had a higher stability 

with a C.V. of 0.0345. However, there were clear differences in provinces’ rice stability. For example, 

as the main rice production regions in China, Hubei, Hunan, Shanghai and Ningxia Hui autonomous 

region had a quite stable cultivated area and total output of rice production. Therefore, they had better 

rice stability. However, for other provinces, the rice production stability was not significant, due to the 

fluctuations and the differences of rice cultivated area and total output. 

Second, from the perspective of the comprehensive advantage index, there were obvious differences 

between the provinces. Fourteen provinces had significant comprehensive comparative advantages with 

the index over one. The rest did not have this advantage, due to a lack of efficiency or scale advantage. 
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Third, the national rice production risk was quite lower with a yield loss rate less than 5%. However, 

there were more differences between provinces. The yield loss rates in provinces were much higher than 

the national level, except four provinces: Hunan, Fujian, Jiangxi and Hubei. 

Fourth, from the results of the risk zone, there were one province, Shanxi, in the high risk area;  

12 provinces belonged to the middle risk; and the rest of the 17 provinces were in the main rice 

production regions in the low risk area. 

Fifth, the yield and economic loss of rice production were directly proportional to the disaster areas 

and loss rates through measuring the economic loss. 

In addition, during this research, as for some specific data, we used an indirect means to measure the 

economic loss. We obtained some research data according to the converting of rice, crop cultivated areas 

and crop disaster areas. Therefore, to a certain extent, there were some errors when we were calculating 

the max or min yield and economic loss under the given disaster area and loss rate. As a result, we need 

to collect more data and find innovative ways to calculate economic loss in a future study. What is more, 

although without considering the calculation error, the economic loss estimation objects were the national 

rice production risk, not every divided risk zone. Therefore, we will refine and subdivide the object of 

economic loss and make a comparison in economic loss between different risks areas in the future study. 

5.2. Conclusions 

Based on the above analyses, we could obtain some results by assessing the risk and measuring the 

economic loss of rice production in China. Accordingly, the interpretation of the results is that the low 

risk area of rice production in China mainly belonged to two areas, southern and central China, which 

was inconsistent with the findings of previous scholars [27]. The reasons can be explained as follows: 

First, we used the C.V., comprehensive advantage index and risk probability as the risk zone index.  

As for the main rice production provinces, their yield stability was higher than other provinces to some 

extent. Second, we used the yield loss rate as the basic data to measure the disaster data. In addition, 

they had significant comprehensive advantages resulting from the natural conditions or advanced AST, 

which would be superior, and conducive to the growth of rice. Therefore, the yield loss rate in the main 

production area was quite lower, and most belonged to the low risk zone. 

The above research implies the following: Firstly, we should give more attention to AST to increase 

the rice yield and its stability. From the above analyses, there were big differences in the stability of rice 

production in research provinces due to the variances of rice yield. At present, the rice yield heavily 

depends on AST, as the natural constraints increase. As a result, the improvement in the rice yield is 

more dependent on the investment in AST. What is more, at the same time, we could not ignore the 

transformation and management of AST in order to improve its application efficiency. 

Secondly, optimizing the planting structure would be good for improving the overall production 

productivity. There were 14 provinces with significant comprehensive advantage, and the others did not, 

because of the relative lower production, scale level or land output rate based on the deep analysis of the 

comprehensive comparative advantage. As for the assessment and the zone of the rice risk, some 

provinces had higher production risk due to a bad natural environment or poor yield stability. Therefore, 

it is necessary to maximize a specific production advantage according to the local conditions of rice 

production during the agricultural planting structure layout. 
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Thirdly, the infrastructure has to be strengthened, and a good disaster prevention mechanism needs 

to be established. Through the analyses of the production and economic loss, we could draw the 

conclusion that the absolute loss and economic loss of rice production would increase as the disaster 

areas and the loss rate increase. It is necessary to continue to improve infrastructure, such as giving more 

attention to strengthening reservoirs to adjust moisture levels in drought and flood disaster areas and 

controlling the degree of hazard in a timely manner to reduce the risk loss by managing daily rice 

production and monitoring or warning of pests and diseases. 
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